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Challenger's
booster parts
finally located

Tower
colors
OK'd
Board votes
for beige
with brown

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Searchers have retrieved
part of Challenger's right
booster containing some of its
suspect joint. However, the precise spot where the explosion
was triggered was undoubtedly
destroyed in the disaster, the
chief of the salvage effort said
yesterday.
Nevertheless, Air Force Col.
Edward O'Connor expressed
confidence that more surrounding pieces will be found and will
help pinpoint the exact cause of
the accident.

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Brown and orange will not be
the only prominent colors in
Bowling Green when painting of
the Carter Park Water Tower
begins in mid-April.
The Board of Public Utilities
has decided that the water tower
will be painted beige with brown
letters.
The University originally said
it would donate the paint if the
tower was painted orange and
brown, but the board declined
the offer.
"The discussion of the University donating the paint died a
long time ago," said Dave Barber, director of public works. "I
think the University is interested in anything that the city
will do to cooperate."
The University will be mentioned on the tower, Barber said.
THE WORDS "Bowling
Green" will be painted on the
north and south sides. On the
east and west sides the tower
will read "Home of BGSU."
"We had a lot of different
options," Barber said. "We considered using the Falcon logo
but we were afraid it would not
show and it's not as recognized."
The board chose from a number of color combinations including blue and aqua and
orange and brown, Barber said.
The decision was made after a
public bearing held last week.
' 'Despite all of the uproar over
what color the tower would be
painted, no one showed up at the
hearing other than the board
members," Barber said.
The 1.5 million gallon water
tower will be ready for use by
July 1, Barber said.
"Right now we have reached
about 80 percent completion,"
be said.
The contractor has to complete painting, electrical work,
lighting on the inside and pouring the floors to finish the outside, Barber said.

He said a section of the suspected joint retrieved several
weeks ago from the ocean floor
has been positively identified as
part of the right booster rocket
segment containing the joint
which caused the disaster killing
seven astronauts on Jan. 28.
But he told a news conference
the section is on the opposite
side of the area where a plume
of flame shot from the joint 15
seconds before the shuttle blew
up. Even so, it can be valuable to
the investigation, he said.
O'Connor recently told the
presidential commission investigating the explosion that the 500pound segment was believed to
be from the right booster, but
engineers were not certain at
that time.
BG News/Jim Youfl

Tossing

Keeping his pen clenched lightly in his teeth, Mark Longfellow, freshman radio/television/film
major, throws a frisbee in the Founders Quadrangle courtyard.

Meanwhile, the USS Preserver, which has been retrieving crew cabin debris and
astronaut remains, was heading
into port yesterday with several

small chunks of wreckage and
perhaps more body parts.
It had planned to come in two
hours earlier, but radioed,
"we're making real good proSress, conditions are very conucive to diving, and we'd like to
stay out until sunset."
Monday was the first good
diving day after 10 days of nigh
winds and waves and poor visibility on the ocean bottom.
Seven other ships and two
small manned submarines also
took advantage of the improved
weather to operate in the 480square-mile search area which
extends roughly 15 to 50 miles
northeast of Cape Canaveral.
Navy Capt. Charles Bartholomew, supervisor of salvage operations, said three debris fields
have been located that contain
booster parts and the search is
concentrating in these areas.
"I think, with the work that
Captain Bartholomew is performing in isolation of major
debris fields containing solid
rocket booster components,
we're going to see some parts
indicative of the immediate vicinity of the failure," O'Connor
said.
"The method that this case
failed is going to result in a lot of
burned material, a lot of melted
case material disappearance, so
that exact spot where it failed
will not be available to us because we're certain it was
eroded."

Jury selection started for rape trial
by Valerie Ciptak
staff reporter

Jury selection began yesterday for the
trial involving the kidnapping and rape of
a University student Oct. 26.
Prospective jurors were interviewed
for the trial which has been delayed three
times. The trial is expected to last about
two weeks.
Attorneys for Troy Hill, Patrick Henry
and Lamont Walker, all from Toledo, and
Wood County Prosecutor Betty Montgomery extensively questioned the candi-

dates about their ability to decide guilt or
innocence objectively.
Hill's attorney, Chuck Boss of Maumee, asked the candidates whether they
understood the standard for criminal
guilt as being "beyond a reasonable
doubt."
"Mr. Hill has a presumption of innocence. He has to prove nothing. Can you
accept that?" he asked one woman.
Laieyette Tolliver, a Toledo attorney
representing Henry, stressed the question of possible jury prejudice toward
three black defendants.
"What do you think of when you hear

the word 'Harlem?' " he asked a candidate.
And Walker's lawyer, Rich Neller of
Toledo, asked prospective jurors whether
they could look at and decide the guilt of
each of the defendants individually.
"Do you understand that even though
this is one trial in terms of evidence, each
of these men should be judged separately?" he asked.
WALKER HAD been arrested Oct. 28
and was being held by Wood County when
Henry and Hul were found by the FBI in
Birmingham, Alabama, Jan. 17.
Floyd Boatman, a fourth man report-

edly in the car where the rape occurred,
was arrested the day after the alleged
rape but was not considered a defendant
by the grand jury that indicted Hill,
Henry and Walker on kidnapping and
rape charges Nov. 8.
Montgomery said Boatman is a key
witness for the prosecution and asked the
jury candidates whether they would consider objectively the testimony of a person who was at the scene of a crime but
did not try to stop it.
"The prosecution does not pick and
choose its witnesses ... they're not all
angels," Montgomery said.

Airplane recovery Prizes awarded for buckling up
efforts hampered Program designed to encourage
POMOCA, Mexico (AP) Emergency workers hampered
by rugged terrain struggled yesterday to recover the remains of
all 166 people aboard a jetliner
that slammed into a mountainside. Nine U.S. citizens, including two Cleveland area
residents, were reported among
the dead.
Witnesses said the Mexicana
Airlines Boeing 727, which was
en route from Mexico City to Los
Angeles with stops in the Pacific
resorts of Puerto Vallarta and

Mazatlan, exploded "like thunder" and burst into flames before it hit the 7,792-foot peak,
known locally as El Carbon,
shortly after takeoff Monday
morning.
In Mexico City, U.S. Embassy
spokesman Vincent Hovanec
said, "We can confirm that nine
Americans were on the plane."
He said this was based on reports from the airline, family
and friends. Earlier reports had
D See Crash, page 3.

Celeste bans open
burning of debris
COLUMBUS (AP) - GOT.
Richard Celeste yesterday effectively banned open burning of
trash and other debris in all or
part of 33 southern and southeastern counties. He said a rash
of fires that have destroyed
more than 10,000 acres of state
forest land was the reason for
the decision.
Celeste made his announcement as the latest round of fires
destroyed two houses and left
two people injured in Scioto
County, near the Ohio River.

The fire, which remained out of
control late yesterday afternoon, had already destroyed
an estimated 150 acres of forest
land.
•I am deeply concernedthese fires are being
started by people. That's the
tragedy of it," Celeste said.
Permits for open burning are
required throughout the state
during certain dry months, except within the borders of municipalities where local
D See Fires, page 3.

people to use their seat belts
by Brian R. Ball
copy editor

Persons driving in Bowling
Green will have an extra incentive to wear their seat
belts during the next three
months.
As part of "Buckle Up BG"
beginning this week, prizes
donated by Bowling Green
merchants will be awarded to
encourage people to wear
their safety belts, said Jan
Jure, the program's director
and health educator with the
Wood County Health Department.
Two University students
have been hired to give the
coupons for free food and
services to those wearing
their safety belts, Jura said.
The giveaways will occur
randomly in parking lots in
the city and on-campus, she
said. Promotional items, such
as key chains and T-shirts,
will also be given away.
THE STUDENTS, William
Paxton, freshman chemistry
major, and Gina Plowright,
freshman nursing major, will
wear green and white T-shirts
and visors when awarding the
prizes, Jura said.

"The purpose is to reward
people for wearing their seat
belts," Jura said.
Persons getting the prizes
will also be entered in a drawing for $50, $75 and $100 in car
repairs or toward a new car
at three local dealerships.
The program is funded by
the Ohio Department of
Transportation, she said.
The program coincides
with a new state law which
requires the use of seat belts
by drivers and front seat passengers after July 1.
The seat belt law actually
goes into effect on May 6, but
a grace period has been
granted to educate the public
about the new law.
Enforcement of the seat
belt law will be a secondary
offense, meaning the arresting officer must have pulled
the person over for another
traffic violation. Violation of
the law is a $10 fine.
Jura said she has been
looking into various seat belt
education programs since
last summer. The program's
timing with the grace period
was coincidental.
"The timing worked out to
be just right,7'she said.

BG News/Joe Phelan
Since she was wearing her seatbelt when she drove to work this morning,
Deb KontokraxClark. assistant director of Educational and Program
Advisement, was given a "Buckle Up BG T-shirt by Gina Plowright and
William Paxton.
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Keep disclosure law
Earlier this week, a federal judge in Cleveland
blocked the enforcement of a week-old law
requiring physicians to notify parents or guardians
of unmarnea minors before performing abortions.
The decision to block the law was unwise. A
clause exists in the law that allows juvenile court
judges to suspend the notification if the young
women fears physical and/or mental retribution.
Apparently, the judge, with backing from the
American Civil Liberties Union of Ohio, thinks the
law is unconstitutional.
But supporters of the law said it protects the
parents' nght to be aware of an important medical
procedure. For other medical treatment such as
surgery or emergency room treatment, parental
consent is required. Without being notified, the
parent or guardian is also denied the opportunity to
offer their daughter support.
If a parent has a responsibilty to know their child
needs surgery or a cast on a broken arm, they have
the right to know their daughter plans to have an
abortion, a procedure that is more serious than
having tonsils removed.
In Ohio, minors even need parental permission to
have their ears pierced.
If minors are allowed to have abortions performed without telling their parents or guardians,
who will be responsible if complications arise?
Should the minor need hospitalization, the parents or guardians will have to be notified before
they are admitted.
If the minor is attempting to keep the abortion a
secret, the parents could be difficult to locate. This
could lead to further complications by delaying full
treatment until consent is received.
The health and well-being of a minor is the
responsibility of a parent or guardian and, by
taking the law off the books as the ACLU seeks to
do, Ohio will make this responsibility more difficult
to fulfill.
By giving minors the right to have abortions
without consent from their parent or guardian,
Ohio is giving them a responsibility that other laws
have left in the hands of adults.

Ignorance means trouble abroad
by Phillip B. Wilson
Our government needs more
politicians who have an eye for
the future and faith in helping
restore democracy in third
world countries.
Most of these smooth talkers
now are only concerned with our
own front yard and the rising
deficit.
For the record, I don't consider myself a liberal or conservative voice, but politically
inclined individuals always
want to make everything everybody says left or nght wing.
Truth is, the only wings I've
ever been concerned with are on
Detroit's hockey team and their
1985-86 season has been as successful as Reagan trying to give
the contras aid in Nicaragua.
In fact, I never cared much to
talk a mean game of international politics until now, a time
when I am convinced our country is in a massive state of
ignorance.
I admit that I have been as
stupid and unknowledgeable as
the rest of the country, but two
friends of mine helped me see
the light at the end of the tunnel
of ignorance.
Driving down to Florida for
spring break will always be a
memorable experience. My two
companions were Jean Pierre
Masri, a 1986 University of Toledo graduate, and Hicham
"Hitch' Hannah, a senior construction major here. Both are
natives of Beirut, Lebanon.
Hannah told me how the Christians (his side) in Lebanon are
fighting the Moslems, radical
Shiite terrorists, the Palestine

Word war gets out of hand
by Mike Royko
I'm not going to use Norman's full name because he has enough problems. But his story could
be a lesson that in this age of consciousness, we
must be sensitive to the feelings of others, even if
they are strangers.
Norman delivers furniture for a living. And one
day he was making a delivery to an office on
Chicago's near North Side.
He pulled his truck into an alley and began
unloading. A car pulled up and the driver, whom
we will call Ron. said that Norman was blocking
his private parking space, which was clearly
marked with a sign.
Although Norman moved his truck, Ron berated
him, and angry words were exchanged.
As they quarreled, Norman noticed that Ron's
speech patterns and physical movements were, to
his eye, quite effeminate.
So Norman said: "Say, are you some kind of
faggot?"
As Ron later put it: "When he said that, I saw
red."
The two men began wrestling, and Ron grabbed
Norman's little finger and twisted it so hard that
the bone broke. Then he gave Norman, who was
sitting on the ground and holding his painful
pinky, a few punches and went to his office in an
antique company.
After getting his finger treated, Norman called
the cops and brought battery charges against Ron.
They went to court, had a trial, and Ron was
found guilty, even though Norman admitted that
he had called Ron a faggot.
Ron paid a fine and was ordered to give Norman
money for the income he lost while his finger
mended.
But the dispute was far from over. Some time
later, Norman made another delivery in the same
alley. Ron spotted him and ran over and took
Norman's picture. He said he wanted it as evidence that Norman parked illegally.
Norman, saying he feared that he might get
another broken finger, leaped into his truck and
raced away, almost running down Ron.
Ron called the police and brought charges
against Norman. Another trial was held, and this
time Norman was found guilty and had to pay a
fine.
But that still didn't end it. Ron was still terribly
upset that Norman had called him a faggot.
"Well, he is gay," says Norman. "Anyone could

see that, but I don't see what he's so upset about. I
didn't actually call him a faggot. I just asked him
if he was a faggot."
A few days ago, Ron set out to get revenge. And
he did get it.
It turns out that Norman, who is married and
has a couple of kids, lives in the very heart of the
city's gayest neighborhood. Gay bars, gay stores,
gay_just about everything.
I also is the neighborhood where Ron spends
much of his social and recreational time.
So Ron had about a thousand handbills printed
up and plastered the neighborhood with them,
putting them under windshields and in restaurants and bars.
I'll describe the handblls.
At the top is a picture of Norman. Beneath the
picture is Norman's name, address and phone
number. Beneath that is this message:
"THE ABOVE PERSON LIVING IN YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD REFERS TO PEOPLE AS
BEING A FAGGOT.
"I ASK YOU - SHOULD SUCH A PERSON BE
ALLOWED TO BE A RESIDENT OF THIS COMMUNITY?"
And boy, did the community respond. Norman's
phone has been ringing day and night.
"I'm getting an endless stream of obscene
phone calls," says Norman. "They refer to me in
all kinds of gay sexual concepts.
"And this guy (Ron) showed up outside my
building and was yelling obscene things at me."
Ron justifies his campaign against Norman by
saying "I wanted him to apologize for calling me a
(obscenity) and for calling me a faggot."
Norm says: "I don't know what he is so excited
about. I'm the one who got a broken finger."
Ron says: "He had no business calling me a
faggot. He has never seen me in a compromising
position or in my bedroom."
And Norman says: "The thing is, I don't have
anything against gays. I have some gay friends.
But he's weird."
Although Norman's phone is still ringing, and
strangers are screaming strange things at him,
the feud has officially ended.
Both men made their final appearance in court
a couple of weeks ago and Norman formally
apologized for calling Ron a faggot. Ron accepted
the apology.
But Norman still says: "I don't know why he
made such a big deal out of it. If you look in the
dictionary, you'll see that a faggot Is just a bundle
of sticks.'
Royko is a columnist tor the Chicago Tribune.
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Liberation Organization and the
Russian-backed Syrians all at
the same time.
Back in the United States, we
aren't really concerned with
what happens in these far off
lands. The typical American is
only interested in making a
buck, eating an evening meal,
and watching his MTV.
None of you have ever seen
your father shot in the head
while you both were driving
through your hometown in the
middle of the day, an experience
Masri had as a teenager.
Luckily, the elder Masri lived
but the memory of driving along
and then in a sudden Instant
seeing his dad covered with a
sheet of blood is one that the
younger Masri said he'd never
forget.
But do we really care? It could
never happen to one of us, right?
Larry Speakes, spokesman for
President Reagan, said the
President believes "the American people have begun to
awaken to the danger emerging
on their doorstep.
Think again.
We're a strong country but

that statement couldn't be further from the truth.
Take a look at Libya, a good
example of what kind of trouble
Third world countries can cause
and how little we are worried
about it. And look at Beirut too.
As Masri and Hannah emEhasized, a few suicidal Shiites
lew up our military base killing
over 200 troups, and we ran
scared.
For a long time, I agreed with
Reagan's move to pull out but
now I can see its one of the most
inconsistent things he has done
since setting up shop in the
White House.
He can send troops into Grenada, fight with Libya's pennyante forces and propose aid for
Nicaragua but for some reason
Reagan can't support the defileted forces of the Christian
actions in Beirut, people whom
Masri and Hannah say believe
as we do: in the democratic and
freedom-oriented system of government.
All our inconsistency has done
is show that we can be scared
away from the responsibility of
aiding fellow democratic causes

c

and that involvement in anything that might resemble another Vietnam is out of the
question.
The tunnel of ignorance leads
to a pool of paranoia.
I realize people don't believe
thatour own flesh and blood
should be spilled on foreign soil
and I sympathize with that viewpoint. Until last week, I shared
But what of the countries who
want to live like we do, and have
the same oppurtunities we enjoy? Is it fair to turn our back on
them? Wouldn't you want the
same lifestyle we have if you
were in their shoes?
No thanks, you say.
All right, but what happens
when every third world country
is communist or full of Shiite
terrorists and they decide that
the United States isn't such a big
pill to swallow after all?
You never know.
The battles in Beirut may be
our own someday anyway.
Wilson, a junior news-editorial
journalism major from Fostoi
ria, is wire editor of The News..
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Letters
UAO improving
I feel it is high time for someone to stand up for the University Activities Organization. For
the past year all I've heard are
all the bad things the organization has done.
What about the positive aspects? UAO provides nearly all
the programming for the campus. I've attended movies, sales,
concerts, trips and lectures to
name a few. They definitely
have a wide range of activities
for the students. For those who
criticize, just think what this
campus would be like without
UAO; definitely a boring place
to be.
Sure, all organizations will
have their problems and UAO is
no exception. Why even when
they were having difficulties
internally, they still kept up with
what they do best, providing
educational and entertaining
events for this campus.
The organization consists of
hard-working individuals who
sacrifice a lot of their time for
the students.
Let's give UAO some muchdeserved recognition. They have
put their problems behind them
and are on the road to a bright
recovery.
Morgan C. Faunce
303 Kohl Hall

Costly ally
Twice Britain invaded America and in 1812 burned our national capital. Britain has been
the most warlike nation in the
world during the last several
centuries. Its ships and soldiers
have prowled the earth and
claimed more territory than any
other nation in Europe. For the
last 40 years we have been reminded almost every day of

Germany's wars. "Our" news
media and the heriditary Englishmen in America are careful
never to mention Britain's wars.
They have kept U.S. taxpayers
and young men forever ready to
support and defend Britain.
What do we get from it that we
need? Our last adventure in
Europe caused us to give a third
of Europe to Russia, an act that
now costs us. accumulating trillions of dollars. Some statesmanship, says I.
O.L. Brannaman
Sacramento, Ca.

Students not told
of bomb threat
It was brought to my attention
that there was a bomb threat at
Compton Hall in Kreischer
Quadrangle on Monday, March
Apparently, a resident adviser
on the fourth floor received a
phone call from a male warning
of a bomb hidden in Compton.
The caller said the bomb would
go off at 1:30 p.m. (Editor's
note: The building was searched
and no bomb was found, according to a Campus Safety report)
My concern is this: the residents of Compton were not evacuated. They were not even
notified of the threat.
My question is simple, and I
believe it warrants a response.
Why was this very real threat of
students' lives blatantly hushed
up? Wouldn't it make sense to
evacuate the students and secure their safety? As a student
living in a dorm, I know I would
want to be told whether or not I
might possibly be blown to smithereens.
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We've all heard the saying.
"Better safe than sorry/' So
why didn't the city police play it
safe and take responsible action
in this matter?
Name withheld by request

Against apartheid
The movement to fight against;
anti-apartheid has remained active at the University. So the
Black Student Union, in conjunc-'
tion with the African Peoples
Association, will sponsor Mr.
Themba Pinga, a representative
of the African National Congress
to the United Nations. Themba
Pinga will speak in Bowling
Green and Toledo April 4.
The Bowling Green meeting
will be 2:30 p.m. in the Ohio
Suite of the Union. The program
in Toledo will also be sponsored
by the Anti-Apartheid Campaign
and will be held at 8 p.m. at the
Family Baptist Church, 1002 W,
Bancroft St. The programs will
be free and open to all.
The programs are in commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King's assassination on
April 4, 1968. On Dec. 10, 1962,
King urged all people to take an
active stand against apartheid;
He suggested several actions,
which included holding meetings and demonstrations, urging
government support and economic sanctions, not buying
South Africa's products and by
not trading with or investing in
South Africa.
For more information contact
me at the Black Student Union:
CariaBembry
OCMB472I

by Berke Breathed
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Man guilty Telephones call for repair
of charge
Julie F.uble
staff reporter

A Perrvsburg man was
found guilty of public indecency yesterday by Bowling
Green Municipal Court Judge
James Bachman after
pleading no contest to the
charge.

Bachman sentenced
McGraw to 40 hours of supervised community work to be
completed by July 1, a twoday Jail sentence and three
years inactive probation.
McGraw was also ordered to
pay court costs.

Daniel McGraw, arrested
Aug. 5 for allegedly soliciting
THE TERMS of the probaan undercover University potion require McGraw not to
liceman, had been scheduled
enter or remain on University
Cerday morning for a juryproperty and not to be conunder the former imporvicted of similar offenses.
tuning charges.
Violation of parole would
McGraw pled no contest to
mandate McGraw receiving
revised charges filed by the
the maximum sentence -28
city prosecutor's office
more days in jail and a $250
March 26.
fine.

CAN IT mx
B.G
f

There are still problems with
the new AT&T phone systems,
but they are being dealt with,
said University administrators.
The main problem, caused by
difficulties with software, is a
delay in billing for budget administrators, said Karl Vogt,
vice-president of operations.
Vogt, who spoke at yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting,
said another part of the problem
is that more students than expected used long distance services other than the University's.

Crash

The Senate also elected Ralph
Wolfe, a professor of English,
vice-chairman of the Senate and

OFFICIALS AT a base camp
improvised here, 3% miles
southwest of the crash site, said
the remains of 89 victims had
been brought down from the
mountain by 10 a.m. yesterday.
The airline said the flight recorder had been recovered.
Only one helicopter could land
at a time on a tiny ledge above
the deep wooded ravine where
the wreckage lay.
THE CAUSE of the crash was
not known, but Mexicans said
the pilot reported pressurization
Eroblems and sought permission
i fly lower shortly before the
plane went down.

. : Continued from page 1.
ordinances apply.
Celeste stopped short of issuing a statewide ban on open
burning, but ordered a moratorium on the issuance of burning permits in the affected areas
and rescinded all such permits
that are outstanding.
IN ADDITION, he urged citizens to cooperate with officials
in their efforts to halt the fires,
saying they "must realize how
easily a small fire can rage out
of control and destroy acres of
valuable lands."
The governor said a statewide

needs

present

SPYRO GYRA
April 12 at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7, $9. $12
General Admission $9, $11, $14
Tickets available at Kobacker Box Office
10:30 a.m. — 2:30 p.m. weekdays

Informational Meeting
April 6,h

115 Education Bldg.
5:00 p.m.
For more information call
Marci 352-5713
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NOAM CHOMSKY - Keynote Address
"U.S. INTERNATIONAL & SECURITY POLICY:
THE NEW RIGHT IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE''
Thursday, April 3, 8 p.m., Math Science 210
CONFERENCE: "THE NEW RIGHT IN AMERICA:
THOUGHT & POLICY"
Friday, April 4, 9-4, Alumni Room, Student Union
9:00 a.m. Coffee with Professor Chomsky
10:00 a.m. Joseph Gerson, A.F.S.C, "Nuclear War & U.S. Interventions Abroad: The Deadly Connection"
11:00 a.m. Dr. Ronald Takaki, U.C. Berkeley, "White Popular
Wisdom': Neo-Conservative Scholarship"
1:30 p.m. Panel of BGSU faculty on "The New Right in America"

ban was considered but determined inappropriate.
Open burning without a permit is punishable by a $200 fine.
Celeste placed the moratorium on these counties: Adams, Athens, Belmont, Carroll,
Coshocton, Gallia, Guernsey,
Harrison, Hocking, Jackson,
Jefferson, Lawrence, Meigs,
Monroe, Morgan, Muskingum,
Noble, Perry, Pike, Scioto, Tuscarawas, Vinton and Washington.
Also included were portions of
Ashland, Columbiana, Fairfield,
Highland, Holmes, Knox, Licking, Richland, Ross and Stark.

Jazz Week

Try-Out

* Admission Ticket Sales
* Beer Ticket Sales
* Beer Servers
for April 26, 1986

re-elected Genevieve Stang as
secretary.
In other business the senate:
• passed a resolution commending Undergraduate Student Government's role in the
establishment of the "I'm Driving Program."
• defeated a resolution recommending that no materials, vehicles or equipment for
construction on campus occupy
spaces in parking lots A, G or N.
• discussed the summer calendar, but took no action on it.
• accepted nominations for
University Standing Committees.

and The College of Musical Arts

POMMERETTE

Springfest '86 Committee

invite
invites you to redeem your Spyro Gyra ticket for a
10% discount on your Aspen tab the night of the
show
show.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK. FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA
*Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished
'Fast dependable, 24 hr maintenance

'In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

f

Look for the. . .

"DRESS FOR SUCCESS/
CAREERS"

THE DAYTON
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
COMPANY

Special Edition
Tabloid
Wednesday, April 9
in

FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1986
8 p.m.
KOBACKER HALL
Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $3, $5. $7 for Adults
Senior Citizens and Non-BGSU
students 1/2 price
BGSU students FREE with valid ID

THE BG NEWS
• Most desirable jobs and
geographic locations
• What to expect in the job market
• College life vs. career life
• On the job fashions

" A Brat year deficit is not
uncommon and ours is not extraordinary," he said.
Chris Dalton, chair of the Faculty Senate Budget Committee,
said that with the telecommunications budget deficit, the University acts as a bank, paying
the deficit, and then telecommunications pays the University
over a period of time.
He said the deficit should have
no effect on the educational budget.

Fires

D Continued from page 1.
said only five Americans were
among the dead in Mexico's
worst air disaster.
Robert Lobe, 56. of the Cleveland suburb of University
Heights, and Debra Roth, 51, a
Cleveland junior high school teacher, were among Die victims.
Although the passenger list
did not include nationalities, information available yesterday
indicated that at least nine
French citizens, four Swedes
and two Canadians were on
board, which carried 158 passengers and eight crew members.

HELP WANTED

Applications available:
Student Employment, 460 Student
Services, through April 11.
Mandatory Meeting
All Students Welcome

"External vendors got to our
students before we did?' he said.
Determining operating costs
for the new system is another
problem, Vogt said.
He said each of the problem
areas are being addressed. For
example, the University will be
continuing an aggressive marketing program for the long distance service.
"We now believe that all problems have been corrected," he
said.
In it's first year with the
AT&T system. Telecommunications Office has developed a
deficit of $165,000, Vogt said.

/■

ty

Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 3, 4 p.m.

f

An Artist Series Event
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Minority students receive aid in job search
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

Minority students looking for business related professions after graduation have the Minority Business
Students Association helping in the job
search.
"MBSA makes special efforts to provide interaction between its members
and minority professionals in business

and industrial occupations," said Jack
Taylor, assistant vice president of Minority Affairs.
Under the direction of Taylor and
President Richard Moore, the Minority
Business Students Association was
formed in 1982, to help minorities because they are underrepresented in
professional and managerial positions,
Taylor said.
It's necessary to provide informa-

Student's speech wins award
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

A University student who
spoke about the increased importance of marketing in public
accounting received the award
for best presentation in the Beta
Alpha Psi accounting fraternity
annual regional convention in
Chicago during spring break.

The convention, which was
held March 21-23, addressed current topics in accounting from 22
accounting chapters.
Steve Scherger. senior accounting major, who was one of
seven representatives from the
University, received the award
for his speech "The Future of
Public Accounting From a Marketing Perspective."

>ooooooooooooooooooo
JOOOOOOOOOOOOOt

Spring Slo-Puck
• Individual & Team Entries
Now being accepted at
BGSU Ice Arena
• Registration Deadline 5:00 p.m.
Thursday April 3rd
• Play begins Monday April 7*
* Call 372-2264 for mora aalalU

>oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

cludes students with closely related
majors or speciality areas.
"Students majoring in computer science, sales, marketing, real estate,
retailing, advertising and hotel/motel
management are welcomed to participate in any of its many programs,"
Taylor said.
Toledo Trust, Johnson and Johnson,
and Proctor and Gamble are a few of
the many companies seeking minori-

tion to help minorities in the transition
between college and the business
field," he said.
TO HELP this transition, MBSA provides programs such as employment
seminars, career development presentations, tutorial sessions, job fairs and
peer counseling, be said.
The MBSA membership, which used
to be limited to students in the College
of Business Administration, now in-

"It's a nice honor. I was really
thrilled," he said.
Scherger said that in his
speech he generalized about future events which would influence public accounting such as
marketing.
"The role that marketing
Elays in public accounting will
e much greater than in the
past. Entry level students will
be forced to be a part in the
marketing end of the firm," he
said.
HE AI-SO said the success of
his speech was based on the
recommendations of what accounting students could do before graduation.
Scherger said that students
should take the opportunity to
improve interpersonal and public speaking skills.
"You want to be a viable part
of the firm," be said.
Scherger also said students
should ask questions such as
"How is your firm going to differentiate themselves in the future?", as he predicts that most
public accounting firms may
specialize or expand their services.

Hospitality management:
'a hot field for students'
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

The growing industry of hospitality management is now a
newly-developed program in
connection with the College of
Business Administration at the
University.
Carl Riegel, associate professor of management, is the first
director to head this program
dealing with food service and
lodging.
Riegel came to the University
in January after three years at
the University of Guelph in Canada.
He came here after the University decided to begin a program that provided managerial
study for the hospitality industry in April 1965.
"A friend of mine told me
about the program (last year),
so I decided to apply for the
position," he said.
There are about 80 declared
hospitality majors here at the

University, whereas 1,000 students applied for only 120 openings at the University of Guelph.
Hospitality management is
expanding in Canada. Now there
are two more schools offering
this program," Riegel said.
In this country, there are over
130 four-year programs that offer some form of hospitality
management. Riegel said there
are also two-year programs at
technical schools.
"It has become one of the hot
fields for today's college graduate," he said.
Riegel said the program has
several scholarships available
to help those starting off with
hospitality management, including 125,000 from the Edgar W.
Ingram Scholarship (in Columbus).
THE HOSPITALITY industry
is important to Ohio's economy,
he said. Ohio is ranked fifth in
the nation in total eating sales.
"It's an $8 billion-a-year busi

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only..

presents

Conference on the New Right in America:
Thought & Policy
Additional Items $1"

April 3-8p.m. 210 MSC
April 4-9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Alumni Room, 3rd floor, Union
Free Admission!
Keynote address on Thursday by Dr. Noam Chomsky
tided: "United States International & Security
Policy: The New Right in Perspective"
Co-sponsored by:
Group for Progressive Alternatives, Graduate Student Senate, College of
Arts & Sciences, Department of History, Department of Philosophy,
Department of Sociology, Department of Psychology, Department of
English, Women for Women, University Activities Organization.

ties for future employment, be said.
"I received calls from major corporations to recommend perspective
black students in Business/' be said.
MBSA plans visitations to the companies and invites speakers and recuiters
to help them get information about the
business world. The group also serves
as a valuable resource that employers
use to locate qualified personnel, he
said.

Bowling Green 352-1539

L

ness," be said.
He said the nation's food business grosses $180 billion. Moreover, the food and hotel
businesses gross a combined
total of $230 billion.
To be successful in the field,
students need a solid background in business areas including accounting, economics,
communications, management
and marketing, Riegel said.
Students are required to take
a borne economics course dealing with meal service management and quantity food
production management.
Before students can graduate,
they must accumulate 800 hours
of hospitality industry work,
Riegel said.
"It's an industry that seldom
hires people without some past
experience." he said. 'The
hours of industry work should be
r"e meaningful to the suits."
STUDENTS WILL typically
be doing kitchen work, waitressing, cooking, staffing a front
desk and working in the business
office, he said.
Tim Koustis, junior hospitality management major, said he
was in the restaurant business
for ten years. Before the program started at the University,
Koustis was an accounting ma-.
JOT.

"I grew up working in the
restaurant business. It's like
second nature," Koustis said.

FIRST
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Introduces
Marta Geibrich and Tim Messenger
(formerly at Glemby of Uhlmans)
call 354-1477 for your appointment

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
* Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
*
*
*
*
*
*

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintainance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment

Last chance nears
to view comet in U.S.
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) Northern Hemisphere residents get their last good
chance to see Halley's Comet
easily during the next two
weeks, but astronomers warn
that binoculars and a dark
viewing site may be necessary.

111.; Indianapolis; Dayton,
Ohio: Philadelphia; Madrid;
the boot of Italy; Ankara,
Turkey; Peking; and the
northern end of the Japanese
main island of Honshu.
Bowling Green is at about
41 degrees, 30 minutes north
latitude.

Observers north of 42 degrees, 36 minutes north latitude-the northern third of
the United States and northward - simply won't see the
comet because it won't rise
above the horizon, International Halley Watch astronomer Steven Edberg said
Monday.

Today through April 17 is
"the last of the best viewing
periods from the Northern
He.-nisphere," Edberg said.
"The comet will be relatively
easy to see .. .I'd certainly
encourage everyone to get out
and have their chance of seeing this."

But he said that as a practical matter, viewing will be
easy only south of about 40
degrees north latitude - a line
running roughly through Red
Bluff, Calif.: Provo, Utah;
Boulder, Colo.; Springfield,

Viewing will be excellent
from the Southern Hemisphere through April 17 and
good from April 25 through
May 14 - periods when moonlight won't interfere, Edberg
said.

News Briefs.
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U.S. copter crashes on ship deck

FDA searches for tainted milk

NAPLES, Italy (AP) - A UJS. Navy helicopter crashed onto the
flight deck of the aircraft carrier USS America yesterday, slightly
in tiring "some personnel," a Navy spokesman said.
X. Col. John Marchi said he could not say how many people were
in ured or describe their injuries until their relatives had been
notified.

CUYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio (AP)-The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration was examining samples of milk from the striketroubled Lawson Milk Co. yesterday after an anonymous caller
warned company headquarters and broadcasting stations that some
milk may have been contaminated by another substance.

While mere were no fatalities, some personnel received minor
injuries," he said. He was not authorized to say to which squadron
the helicopter belonged, he said.
The USS America was one of three aircraft carriers that took part
in 6th Fleet maneuvers that ended off the Libyan coast March 27.

FBI spokesman John Dunn said the company and northeastern
Ohio stations received several calls Monday from a male who
declined to give his name but warned that milk in 1-gallon containers
in seven stores had been injected with a dangerous substance. The
caller did not identify the stores or the substance used in the alleged
tampering, Dunn said.

Soviets say Libyans hit 3 planes
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) - Soviet sources in Tripoli claim Libyan
missiles hit three pilotless American reconnaissance planes during
last week's confrontation in the Gulf of Sidra.
The United States repeatedly has denied Libya's claims that it
shot down three U.S. planes during the confrontation last Monday
and Tuesday. Pentagon sources in Washington said Monday that no
drones were used in the operations.
U.S. officials say they destroyed at least two Libyan patrol boats
and made two attacks on a missile base on the Libyan coast.
The Soviet sources said Monday that Soviet radar technicians saw
tracks of the Soviet-built SA-5 missiles striking three aircraft that
Libyans thought at the time were U.S. jetf ighters.

Abscam convict disbarred
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Former U.S. Rep. John Jenrette has
been disbarred by the state Supreme Court, more than five years
after his conviction on bribery and conspiracy charges in the FBI's
Abscam sting operation.
Jenrette, 49, one of seven congressmen convicted in the probe, had
been under temporary suspension following his October 1980 conviction and resignation.
Jenrette is serving a two-year sentence at a minimum security
federal prison in Atlanta and is scheduled for release on Sept. 9.
Disbarment took five years because the attorney general's office
could not begin proceedings until he had exhausted all appeals,
spokeswoman Marsha Silver said Monday.

Application For

April Fools fools fools
(AP) - Rhode Island's capital
dry shut down for the day. A
battleship steamed up Iowa's
Cedar River to put down a territorial dispute. Residents of one
city were told to flush all their
toilets at the same time to force
an alligator out of the sewers.
April Fool! The traditional
day of gags, goofs, pranks, practical jokes and simple tomfoolery was celebrated on the pages
of newspapers and in radio
broadcasts around the country
yesterday.
Hundreds of residents of Providence, R.I., called authorities
and a rival radio station to check
out a report on WJHY-FM that
the city was going to shut down
for the day.
"We didn't think the entire
city would be convulsed," assistant program director Glenn
Stewart said yesterday. "I don't
know what It says about the
listeners. I guess many people
tust didn't realize it was April
'ool's Day."
Disc jockey Carolyn Fox announced that a fictitious "Providence Labor Action Relations

Board Committee" had decided
the city would be closed and that
people should go home. He gave
the telephone number of a crosstown rival, WPRO-AM, for people to call for more information.
"WE GOT hundreds of calls,"
a WPRO worker said. "It was
not very appropriate." A police
dispatcher who refused to give
his name said the department
was "swamped" with calls.
In Illinois, the Centralia Evening Sentinel reported the city
may levy taxes based on the sins
residents commit, hot air balloons will be used to harvest
apple orchards in the area, and
people are being urged to flush
their toilets all at once to sweep
a 10-foot alligator out of the
sewer system.
"I think the average intelliSence of the person will tell
lem before they finish the story
that there is something wrong
here. Something is not right,
managing editor Marietta
Brougnton said.
The newspaper said that under the proposed sin tax, residents would be required to call a

APARTMENTS
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
We pay your gas heat and cooking
plus cable TV
Very convenient location to campus,
stores, laundromat and restaurants
352-4673 Mon. — Bit, 7 a.m. to Noon
352-1800 Evenings and Weekends
ASK FOR TOM

Music
CASSETTES and
RECORDS.
MAJOR LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Something for Everyone

special telephone number every
two months.
"A City Hall employee will
ask a list of questions after hooking the receiver up to a device
which shows whether the caller
is telling the truth or not," the
story said. "The caller-taxpayer
will answer the questions ...
"D7 THE monitor shows the
respondent has committed the
offenses on the list (either by
admitting to them or by denying
them and being found guilty of
lying) a bi-monthly tax will be
assessed accordingly."

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, April 7, 1986

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m.,
Monday. April 7. 1986.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 16,
1986.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations,
Mileti Alumni Center.

Men's Volleyball Team
vs.
Ball State University
7:15 Anderson Arena
April 2

1Item Urge Pizza
$4.95 Delivery
$3.95 In House
352-3551

expires 4-11-86

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
"YOUR RIGHTS"
SUBJECT: What should you do if you are
stopped for driving under the influence?
The B.A.C. Verifier and how it works.
The penalties in Bowling Green of a
D.U.I, conviction. The future effect of a
D.U.I, conviction.
DATE: Monday, April 7, 1986
TIME: 7:00-9:00 p.m.
PLACE: Room 115, Education Building
COST: Free Admission
GUEST SPEAKERS:
Walter Frajola — Expert on BAC Verifier
Peter Halleck — Local Defense Attorney
Sandra Scott — SLS, Inc. Attorney

Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz and Classics
On Sale for Limited Time
Shop Early for Best Selection

k

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Mon. — Fri.
8-5
Sat.
9-5

352-3551

Sponsored by:
Student Legal Services, Inc.

Sports
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Falcons blasted
by Wolverines
by Tom Reed
sports editor
Thanks to the legendary
poem, his first name nas become synonymous with failure.
And when he occasionally
strikes out, hecklers are quick to
remind him of that fact.
But the "Mighty Casey," has
brought joy to the University of
Michigan and is writing his own
success story.
Senior outfielder Casey Close,
nicknamed Mighty Casey, owns
a career .344 batting average
and has belted 34 home runs.
Yesterday, he went 2 for 2,
knocked in four runs and hit his

eighth homer of the season to
lead the Wolverines to an 11-3
drubbing of Bowling Green in
the first game of a doubleheader
at Stellar Field.
Casey swatted another roundtripper on his first at-bat in the
second game, but it was nullified
because the contest was halted
in the second inning due to rain.
"IT'S A unique name and I
like it, but it's got drawbacks,"
Close said. "When I whiff (strike
out) people always yell' and the
Mighty Casey has just struck
out.' Luckily, today we didn't
have to hear any of that."
D See Baseball, page 7.

HOW ID GET HIRED
O
BY THE U.S.
O
SERVICE

POSTAL

STARTING PAY FROM S8 75 TO $9 48 PER HOUR PLUS EXCELLENT BENEFITS! Men anrj women.
regardless of age education or eipenence are eligible lo become Clerks. Carriers,
Letter Sorting Machine Operator!, Mail Haaelm, sic.
BECOME A POSTAL WORKER THE MILLION DOLLAR CAREER"
• Opportunity to move up or transfer anywhere in the United States
• Security - No Layoffs. No Strikes. No Shutdown
• No Experience ■ High School Diploma Not Required
POSTAL SERVICE HIRING 5000 ♦ A MONTH
US P. Keeps Growing Despite Automation'
(headlines m Federal Jobs Digest. 6/5/85) Over 740.000 people have postal jobs in
good times and Dad there are openings in all pats of the country As a postal service employee
you' future is secure It >s a lot easier man you might inmk to pass the examination — when you
get the expert instruction that we provide
LEARN;
• The steps to winning a high-paying rewarding career with the U S Postal Service
• Techniques for achieving top scores on your exam
• The competitive edge you'll need to oe drsi in line lor a million dollar career
• information on how lo find out when exams are 10 Oe given
• And much more'
4-HOUR WORKSHOP
GET THE HIGH SCORES GET YOUR CALL-IN" NOTICE - or Your Tuition is Refunded
Two years ago The Achievement Center discovered a positive system which, during the last year and
a half has helped thousands of candidates get hired Dy the U S Postal Service in most cases, they
got 95- IQQ** on the-r f»<sr postal e»am Men • women ■ students ■ people from all walks oi life • learned
the techniques which earned them employment with the Post Office
WOMSHOf TUITION - $45 includes 4-nour Gua/anreeo Workshop Ihe Corey Gu-09 lo Postal £>ams (with 6
complete practice tests) a Sample Enamwin Answers Wo*«»nop Workooox r^'mponaniSws'o/GeiWnfl
Htidoy lha US Postal Serv-ce" Booniei Follow-up Constitution Privileges Achievement Award to HighScorers and Practice Kit containing 6 Additional Practice Tests with Answers Memory Test Flash Cards, and
Simulated €«am on cassette tape Please Bong 2 sharpened No 2 pencils wilh you to the Workshop
Stating is »mrttO l/t 'tgist'jtion Dy Qhoi? <•, adnseti Otherwise you may register 6» arriving Thirty minutes early Tuition
is payatw at the doc by cash ciwc« morwy order MasterCard VISA or American Eipress

CHOOSE 1 OF 2 WORKSHOPS
WED.. April 9th — 1 pm-5 pm; 6 pm-10 pm
HOLIDAY INN — BOWLING GREEN
1500 East Wooster Sl (Across from Bowling Green University)
For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Cat! Today — TOLL FREE 1-800-233-2545, Ext. 3366-A
UHlxniROiloM^P<^i«iCmpieyineriiWo'i»noponcaMeri«i«(>«i VOODOO** and ail aorkiftop m««uH rna*ii.y*M abov*
- m«n *•"*• lull man*, -bat* yu«'«'Mta - tend 1*9 ir>-» \* 00 '<:• in.pp.nq ana napHlinqi Sena oidvft to Ilw» Acnwvwneii
€*«•. M'UntonStfMt D*W 338ft* ijlanclMMi NH03IO* Crm-a» C»>0 <M<M"I *>H M OfpM *"«- U noui* Dy pnon.ng
ion*-»« t aooni?S4s rn uee* IAM M I©. F«-W-»I f.r«r« QAKCWM I ? <%*, a*i<«<y i
riv» Act****!*™ Ovu I<K \ * no" o«o"i Mucnon* twpvmion MOicmtta to M*.KV*T**I ir>'ougno>w*'al>on Hafitua
irih in* u S Pov« $*.*•
Cop.' gr>t «9M Acru
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Yer Out

Bowling Green's Jamie Reiser is tagged out by first baseman Hal
Morris during yesterdays 11 -3 loss at Stellar Field to Michigan. This was
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\ Kent grid
The BGSU Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for
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Summer 1986
The BG News
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The BG News Fall Semester 1986
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1987 Yearbook
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♦
1986-87 academic year if
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KENT (AP) - Kent State football coach Dick Scesniak collapsed yesterday while
exercising at the university and
was rushed to a hospital, where
he was pronounced dead.
Scesniak, 45, was head football coach at the Mid-American
Conference school for three seasons, and his teams posted an 825 record in that span.
University officials said Scesniak collapsed while exercising
at Dix Stadium, Kent State's
home field, and was taken by
paramedics to Robinson Memorial Hospital in Ravenna.
Scesniak took on the Kent
State job after serving as offensive line coach at the University
of Wisconsin.
In 1979, Scesniak joined the"
National Football League's New
York Giants as offensive line
coach.

I*

1986-87 academic year
Miscellany
Thru Friday, April 4, 5 p.m.
Applications available at 214 West Hall

if
if
if
♦

axpires 4-7-8611

Haircut

$6

Hours

closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Frl. - 9:30 • 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00
It's our way ol saying thank you
to America's veterans, with
the Coors Veterans' Memorial
Scholarship Fund.
II you're the son or daughter
of an honorably-discharged
American veteran.youcan qualify
for a three-year scholarship
worth $5,000. Lasl year, Coors
awarded 114 scholarships,totalling
more than $500,000. lo students
rom 49 states and Puerto Rico.
To be eligible for this year's
awards, you must submit your
application by July 1,1986. You
also need to meel the following
requirements: Be under age 22
and enrolled in a full-time
institution which is accredited
by one of six regional accrediting
associations. • Have a college
grade-point average of 2.75 or
better (on a 4.0 scale). • Be at least
a first-year studenl in a four-year
baccalaureate program, or in
an accredited two-year program
which leads to transfer to fouryear institutions. (Rve-year
programs are acceptable, but
awards will not be extended for
the extra year of study, nor will
awards be applicable to graduate
studies).
If you have a parent who
helped America throughits difficult
times, we want to help you
through your times—with a Coors
Veterans' Memorial Scholarship
Fund.
Get your application today.
Write: Coors Veterans' Memorial
Scholarship Fund. RO. Box 7529.
Wheeling IL 60090. Or phone,
toll-free: 1-800-49COORS.

tool
Getting tocher with
America
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quality comes first"
NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell
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L .qu.a d-s
pens**
Negative atom
Smaii coo*
SO* 0'SM"VO"
Giver ol wise
op-ntoo
Spree
Bund*' of Si
Pau> %
Cameo'ai
Dreiser * S<ste*

29 Those who
waver
33 Wo»os on a
F'«ncn m#nM
34 P'OM
36 Person ''Om
Waco
3' CaMofflia 'octi
htfi
39 P-ess a *u-i
41 To iaugn * L«
Havre
42 Imitation
44 Playful mammal
46 Formerly caned
47 Mom* on —
49 forest i.gu<a
5i Stout compan
•on*1
52 L eo s pf.de
53 Attraction
56 Moil itlly
60Eag«i
61 lutn* strip
63 Edutg*
64 Encourage
65 Unnampartd
MMata
67 Tn# Cowardly
LK)n
68 F.thad lo*
COng#r
69 Hot* mithap

i

OOWN
65 AC'OM

SM

2 Socaiai code
3 Encou'age m a
way
4 image mane'
5 PilCw S cno-ce
6 Long-i-rnbeo and
HM
7 Butlaio s take
8 WWII commanfl
9 Lady oi Spa>n
>0 Outsider
ii Shalt* Me^jen
12 De»oe l
FianOfS
13 Al loose *no»
21 Seed coat
23 Sign a tease
25 Siapi* cop
26 J**aner s unit
27 A to a SaD'a
26 Lady ol Lanore
29 Meoiie'ranean
■iiend
30 — Out iei.m.nat

35 Wooden looi
wea»
36 Musical planner
40 Mad
43 Eli S institution
45 Reverberated

46 ve«
50 Statxe sounds
52 Minister s h»t>
dance

53 Heavy hammer
54 Indian tourist
City
55 Vincent van 56 53 Down « one
57 Oath
58 Marsh o>'d
59 Bud S setting
62 Till#r s tOOl
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Baseball
. - Continued from page 6.
In the first inning, Close
lashed an RBI single to left field
whichgave the Wolverines a 1-0
lead. First baseman Hal Morris
then delivered a bloop single
into shallow left field which
loaded the bases.
BG pitcher Todd Noffke, 2-1,
was saddled with control problems in the first inning and consistently fell behind inlbe count.
"You get behind the batters and
sooner or later you are gonna
pay a high price. Todd found
(hat out in the first inning,"
Falcon coach Ed Platzer said.
Noffke again made the costly
mistake against UM's Bill St.
Peter, who lined a three-run
single to deep centerfield making it 4-0.
"The count was 3-and-l and I
was just waiting for a fast ball,"
St. Peter said. ^He threw it and I
hit it deep."

While Noffke struggled, the
Wolverines' pitcher Mike Ignasiak cruised to his fifth win by
scattering six hits over the
seven-inning contest
"Mike had a very good outing," UM coach Bud Middaugh
said. "He handcuffed a lot of
hitters and didn't give them
many scoring opportunities."
THE FALCONS, 54, also hurt
themselves by squandering several scoring chances with base
running errors. Three BG players were picked off first base.
The most critical miscue
came when freshman Joe Mueller got picked off to end the first
inning while Ken Ospelt was
batting. Ospelt then opened the
second inning with a home run
trimming UM's lead to 4-1.
"We may have had two runs if
Mueller hadn't got picked off."
The Wolverines, 16-3, made it

5-1 in the fourth inning with an
RBI single from third Daseman
Matt Suida. The Falcons countered in the fifth frame when
designated hitter Chris Carden
blasted a solo home run making
it 5-2.
But UM squelched any hopes
of a BG comeback with a fiverun sixth inning. The uprising
was highlighted by Closers tape
measure three-run homer to
right field.
"Casey is a pro prospect, he's
Sot some good power which he
emonstrated today," Middaugh said. "He has really hit
the ball well all year."
The Falcons tallied their final
run in the seventh inning when
second baseman Jamie Reiser
scored Kevin Ward on a sacrifice fly.
BG returns to action today
when it travels to Detroit, Mich.,
to face Wayne State.

Card fans celebrate win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Raucous fans danced on top of
telephone booths, shook traffic
lights and paraded in cars with
their horns blaring through the
streets of Louisville early today
to celebrate the Cardinals' 72-69
victory over Duke in the NCAA
basketball championship.
Hundreds of vehicles formed a
caravan Monday night on both
sides of Broadway as joyous
fans hung out windows holding
red pompons, flags and streamers. Others ran along the street
giving high fives to those in the
slow-moving cars.
"It will take a long time to
quiet this crowd down," said
Don Satterly, 52, who owns a gas
station on Broadway. "It's good
for the people. It's good for the
city. I don't remember anything
like this in 1980 (after Louisville

won its first NCAA national
championship)."
Louisville police reported a
few minor traffic accidents, but ■
no arrests and no major problems.
Students were able to celebrate into the morning without
regard to early classes, since
university officials had pledged
to call off classes if the Cardinals won. A full-house celebration is planned tonight at
Freedom Hall, the team's home
court.

health - by fixing his giantscreen television set with two
seconds left in the game.
About 250 screaming Cardinal
fans wearing red, white and
black had crammed into the
restaurant-bar near campus to
watch the game.
During a timeout with seconds
to go, the picture on the downstairs TV went out and the
crowd tried to squeeze upstairs
to catch the final plays on another set.
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DESIGNATED DRIVER RARTICIBMMT-

APRIL 86

AT

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00

214 Napoleon Rd.

HOWARD'S
*

One bdrm. unfurnished
$250.00
All utilities paid

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6™ and High St.

Open early open late. Open weekends.
325 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)

THE BG NEWS

Unfurnished efficiency
$200.00

Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

kinkcs

By applying for an
advertising sales
position with

Furnished efficiency
$225.00

One bdrm. furniihed
$270.00
All utilities paid

You'll stand apart from the crowd with a sharplooking professional resume from Kinko's.
Choose from a variety of paper stock and let
our friendly staff assist you in creating an
attention-getting statement about yourself.

experience while in college?

Deadline: Friday, April 11,1986
( WVVVMyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy^nE

■gout,

Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa

Applications & job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall
• All majors considered
• Must have car

/J°e Pheian

It^MMM$MMMM</%m.&^/faMrW$MMMim^$$^^1
AAeadowview Courts
UNFAIR JOB
Apartments
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO'S
RESUME.

The rowdiness in the Louisville streets was matched beforehand as fans packed local
bars to watch The Game.
The manager of The Cardinals
Inn, a University of Louisville
student hangout, managed to
save face - and perhaps his

For the 1986-87
academic year

sc News

Eye opener

Bowling Green's Mary Anne Kowalski gets ready to return a shot against the University of Michigan
yesterday. Kowalski was defeated by her Wolverine opponent before the skies opened up: the deluge
caused a postponement of the match. The Falcon netters return to action today against Ohio State at
O'Keefe Courts at 3 p.m. BG stands at 5-6 in non-conference action. Mid-American Conference
begins Apr. 11 at Ball State.
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Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

GET WOLD
GET w O L D
OETW.O.LD
PLACEMENT BULLETIN 7. APRIL 2. <IU
Scheduling On-Ceespue Interview
ainioli runouts
The hrsl day of sign ups lor interviews during
the period of Apri 14 through May 9. we" bo
raid on Wednesday Apr! 2 al 4 PM m the
North Eaat Common* Education atgn-upa we"
be held al 6 PM in the Forum ol the Student
Services Buerkng Al registrants must neve a
First Choice Interview Card tf order lo parnopale n the first day ol ugn-ups After the first
day. students and arumnl-ae may sign up for inlerviews Horn 8 AM lo 5 PM si University Piece
men! Services. 360 Student Services Budding
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE SUBMITTED
FOR EACH INTERVIEW SCHEDULED AT THE
TIME Of SION UP.
rf lor any reason you cannot keep your appoint
ment. please cal the University Placement Services no later than 9 AM one wort day before
your scheduled interview The telephone
number a 372-2356 Feejre to do so wet be
considered nsufficienl notice Two insufficient
notices wj be considered a "No Steer" and
result m forfeiture of sign-up and interviewing
prrvteges for the next recrurflng period
NO SHOW POLICY
Fakrre lo appear lor a scheduled Interview wet
result m immediete suspension of your sign-up
and interviewing privileges for the next
recruiting priod You are required to send a letter ol apology lo the employer, schedule an appointment with a Placement counselor and fas
i copy of this teller with the University Placement Services Any student who twice fairs to
honor an interview commitment we" be denied
nlennewing privileges lor the remainder of the
academic year
"•NOTrCE*"
Spotsght Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position
responsbaties and organizational philosophy
Al students scheduang interviews are strongly
er»-ouraged to attend appropriate spotfcghts
Spotfcghl Preeentahons are usually held in the
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
al 7 PM To enter the Student Services Building
m the evenng. please use the paho entrance

Wednesday April 10
Akron City Schools
Cuyahoga Feet City Schools
Morongo Untied Schools
Positive Education Program
San Juan Unified Scheota
Thursday. Ma, I
Aamand Cay Schools
CSentangy Local SchooH
Friday, May 2
Map* Heights City Schools
Monday. May 5
Mudletown City Schools
Thursday. May!
Mansfield City Schools

Loee weighl before summer with healthy herbal
nutrition Cat Mr Moore al
352-9511.

JT.'l Plua
16" Cheese Pizza-Onry $3 78
Phone 362-5475

Papers typed on Word proceeeor by Engksn
teacher $1 00 per page

JT.'l Pizza1
French Bread Pizza-Only $175
Phone 362-5476

354 2288

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•FINANCIAL MOMT. ASSOC •
YEARBOOK PICTURE TO BE RETAKEN
WEDNESOAYLAPRB. 2 9 00 PM ON THE
STEPS OF UNrvERSTTY HALL

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnency
IM. Obtacnve Mo. Cat now 364-HOPE
(48731 Hre M, Th 12 noon-8pm T.W 10
am 2pm; Sal 12 noon-2pm

J.T.'t Pizza
10 Cheese Pizza Only $1 7f>
Phone 352-5475

RENT A RECORD DOLLAR A DAY
GREEN TAMBOURINE 1S7 CLOUGH
TUES-8AT 1-10 352 7676

J.T.'a Pizza
14" Cheese Pizza-Only 82 75
Phona 362-6476

TYPING SERVICES lor al types of peperTai
75 PQ (dbi sp ) 90 pg for iHaaartaBona.
352-3987 tram 8am-9pm

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teat
Morning After Treatment
Center lor Choice
161 N. Michigan
Toledo Olvo
(419) 256-7769

ACM Meeting
Wednesday. April 2
7 30 p.m 205 Hayes
Air Force wa" provide free food
Vole for officers el Math Science Lobby
T shirts staff for Mat
AFRICAN WEEK 86
Thai., Apr 3, 8pm. Amaru Film Stew an
rUrloa-Atrfcan Artifacts
Frl. Apr , 4. 7pm. Amant Panel Discussion:
"The Rale of Woman In the Struggle Against
Apertrkald."
Sat. Apr 5. 5pm, Amen, African Dinner
tOrmetlen-tl-OO) Keynote Speaker Theme
""arartly Rule-There Can Be No Conv
Criminal Justice Organization meeting Monday.
Apr! 7 at 8 00 pm Si 107 Manna We wxl how
an election of new officers at thie meeting. Let's
aloe there
Sport Management
terested in enroBng
Intramurata lor Fal.
day. March 14 lo
Center

and Recreation mayors Intor prscticums in University
1986 Muat apply by Frithe IM Office. 108 Rec

Alpha Xl'e.
I love my fun Mends of Ft Myers Fie Thanks for
the beat spring brae*.
XI Love. Cedes
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
Happy Hours Saturday. April 6 from 4 to 7 pm
at Uptown. Free lo members and $2.00 to non
members Come and show off your tan!
ATTENTION SK3 EPS (N FT MYERS BEACH:
Thanks for the great time In Stg Ep land1 We
hope your dream in the Waffle House came
true There's no belter way to top off a great
vacation than to spend It
wREl you!
Love, your Alpha XI Roommates

M MR SPOTS
CHICKEN WINGS. HOAGIES
Steak Sandwiches. Soups i
Salads We detver after 4 00

•••O.i.E.A. MEMBERS-"
PICTURES BEING TAKEN
TONrOHT 7 00 UNA/ HALLi

352-SPOT

Attention Education Mayors
Represent your major on the DEAN'S
STUDEOT ADVISORY COMMITTEE. Appkca
Dona are nianma in 455 Ed BUg Return by
April 7 to Rm 455 Ed
Freedom tor S Africa, ores by
Thembe Ptnge. African Nat'l Congress
A program lo commemorate the April 4
aasaasxiahon of Or ML King
(Nat'l Divestment Protest Day 1986)
2 30 pm. Frl Apr 4, Ohio Suite. Union
Sponso-ed by Black Student Union and
African Peoples Association

Cow "WEBS''
Even though we had to "Rough it" the first couple of days in Florida, It was wonderful It was
fun. adventurous, my beat Spring Break aver.
(hanks for sharing II with ma.
ICH UEBE DtCH'
Love. Cried
DewJ BERUN
Though! AND Technology
Only $2 50 al Groovy Records
on Woosler BEHIND OPEN PANTRY

LOST & FOUND

IM COEO 3-PITCH SOFTBALL ENTRIES DUE
WEONESDAY APRS. 2 BY 4:00 PM AT 106
REC CENTER
IM COED ANO MENS SINGLES TENNIS ENTRIES TRE DUE THURS APRIL 3 BY 4:00 PM
AT 108 REC CENTER

RIDES
I NEED A RIDE TO ROCHESTER. NEW YORK
OR CLOSE BY MARCH 14 WEEKEND WILL
HELP PAY FOR GAS PLEASE CONTACT
MICHELLE AT 353 7106 THANKS

SERVICES OFFERED
Do you have a tele in your waff Worried about
getting your deposit back? I can fix a match at a
very low cost Cal soon lor an estimate. Cal
Brian al
354-7133

SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND PLUS
EARN IS HOURS BGSU CREDIT! FOR
MORE
FORMATION: EVERY WED. EVENING AT
7:30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL OR CALL
KELLY AT 24452 OR
BETH AT 24647
Lori Clark's tamoua quota:
Are the clouds this pretty In Ohe?
Hey women- thanks lor a great time In Dales' I
hope you had a Happy Birthday"
Love ya Dane
PS FYL

Have your spaces' event Video Taped Data Par
ties. Formeie. Weoomge, Etc Cal 353 1809 or
352-8429

The BG News

LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE
NTE-CPA REVIEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(419) 636-3701 TOLEDO

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

n Journeymen
Back lor a armed time onry
Fiesta Mouse T-Shala
$6 Cal Jan 352 8943
Tuxedo Rental
JeeneNThmge
631 RUgoSt
WEAR THAT FORMAL YOU NEVER THOUGH
YOU'D USE AGAIN ATTEND THE 76TH ANNIVERSARY BALL APRIL 19TH GET YOUR
TICKETS AT 425 STUDENT SERVICES OR
FROM ANY MORTAR
BOARD MEMBER
WELCOME BACK TO SPRING IN BG
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORD SALE
TUES -SAT 1-10. 167 CLOUGH 352-7676
'"Delta Tau Delta""
"Win a compact disk player"
"Win a compact dlak player"
"Win a oorapect dlak player"
A XI 0 0T0 A XI 0 DTD A XI D DTD
•"Alpha II Delia"■

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to Illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Had immediately if there is an error In your ad. The BG News will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear m bold type)

Plcturea taken TONIGHT
7 00 University Hal

WANT TO TRY "PUB-GRUB" OR ENGLISH
LASER?? FIND OUT ABOUT ITII
EVERY WED. EVENING IN 411 SOUTH
HAIL AT
7:30 OR CALL KELLY AT 24462 OR
BETH AT 24547

Abuse! ABUSE!! ABUSE!!!
HufTt HM t sOfl ■ TOflTMni
Come and abuse the
Houee ol Abuse
April 2 at Main St.
Experience the Agony!
AirryFeejar,
Happy Itth Btrthdayll
rttaaasnbei "you're got a friend"
Sandy (YBBF)
HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED
THE HOUSE OF ABUSE?
B.O.'S ONLY PSYCHODACTIVE EXPERIENCE
• p. m Wed. Ma I n St Bar
HELP WANTED:
SUMMER RA'S NEEDED PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 426 STUDENT SERVICES APPUCATIONS DUE APR*. 4.
HOUSE OF ABUSE
AT MAIN ST. BAR WED. ( P.M.
FELL THE Sabten-eneen Surge
INTERESTED IN TRAVELING ANO EXPERIENCINO A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN
ENGLAND!! FOR MORE INFO.: EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVErsBM AT 7:10 M 411
SOUTH HALL OR CALL BETH AT 24567 OR
KELLY AT 24452

AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL
MR. SPOTS
Ptitedelpraa Sleek Sandwiches
Buffalo Style Chicken Wmga
we detver after 4 00
362-SPOT

LOOKING FOR YOUR HAIRSTYLIST?
Hare I am Marts OJeonch at the First Edition
Cal now lo make your appotntmen1354 1477
atrCHELE NCMES ANO JOHN NEHREN2
USO PRESiMNT Af*0 VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE ARM. ITH AMD 10TH
laKHELLEAMCPiaalll al the way-whal a irlptl Who would
ol ever thought thai baaaoall groupies,
"■mail", nerddd and mala esrtppere would
sK be el Ihe SYC. or was It Bard Kay? How
about the "hats" HM hurl so bad attar
eating M1 M'a, triscutts. Rachel's brownies,
aOROGand the SI M specie!. No wonder we
needed mineral oil I B, Ihe ..,. !• Mr. Domn
"gelling down" to the pink cloud or It ha
cwMang? Alter alt. "Soya -III be Boys' ,
tassels By H they're tram Denieon or sailing
«■ Ihe keye-or was It Cteerweter? Oh-hea the
Sen of Gull drown yet. or Is he stUI chowtng
on that hot dag? Wed. baakksa the wenches.
lavtlaa aitrlgin and rereading megerJnee.
"We'll dose ear eyea" until our adventures
i In Mlnneeota...
Lota. Suahle and Bubba
ONLY 10 MORE DAYSI
PtXE BEER BLAST!
DON'T MOS ITII

Cl.sslflcitton In which you wish your ad to »ppe«r:
Campus * City Events*
Wants*.
Lost* Found
Help Wanted
Rides
ForSSHj
Ssrvlcss Oftered
For RaHTt
Personals
•Campua/Clty Event adt are published tree el charge lor one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only.
Dates of Insertion

Total number of days to appear.

WHITE PARROT REJECTS
Lyrai: Would you be "bitter''»I eatd I hats "long
rawed drummers' You'd be 'TjuggeV'' There
• lust too many man and loo me time' "Add
tome
ratfayPamrny: You gotta love thoae car mote*1 The
only problem la hnrkng a warm shower for that
lemon asce In the hat Next year we'l camp out
on the beach' CITY and FACE"
Thank* for the memories dudettosi
Spring Break M wet a Meal (mrma the
enoba)"'From refect 3 The one who Bvea lo
I
PS. Ire onry 10,0001 a'

Mail lo. (On or Off-Campus Marl)
The BG N«jws
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG Newt)
Phone: 372-2601

BG S NEWEST BAND
'HOUSE OF ABUSE
Doors open 9 00 P M
$1 Drinks
MAIN STREET
352-3703

What res be*?
A) A spherical or eknoet
B) A game played with such en object
C) A rotreel gathering for eodel denclngSee
lor yoursett et the 75th Aisnkrersery Ball AprH
Itth. Contact any Mortar Board Member ol
«M SVrudent ttrtttaa lor Ucket Intormatlon.
Cal 172-2151 lor more Inlormallon.
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL IN ENGLAND!!
FStO OUT atORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY
WED. EVENSMO AT 7:10 OR CALL BETH AT
24557 0*1 KELLY AT 24452.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
To gain valuable sales experience what In collage at one ol Via highest paying loot on
rarrltpue
The BO Hew.
a accepting applcahona tor edvertierig tl
lepieaeiasmm for the 1986-67 academic
year Al ine>»m coneidered MuM hava oar. Appeceoona and BO oescnoocos available M 214

MM Hat
Deecane rn . Aprl 11,4 pm
Savtnglaet M Help Warned
Adrraaaron Ticket Saras. Bear Ticket Sales
Bear Servers Appacsttons through Student
Employment Clnlee. 460 SludarrI Servces
through Apr! 11.
Al Students Welcome Mandatory Meeting
EARN BIG MONEY NehonwVJe Corp » look
mg lor 6 Itgrty rrroltvatad outgoing aidrvlduels to
sal poanona m our touring I aakte dept Earn
ngt from $35,000 to 50.000 first year, tut
training S benefit programs Csatrflad. interested MMduats caff (418) 994 4828 coltod to acheOute personal Intervene. Ask for Mr
Dempsy Career opportunity or summer work

WANTED
3 fun loving, rearrewJhle woman In seerch ol
fsmata roommates One tor Fad '66 A Spring
87 One lor Spring '87 onry NON SMOKING
Cal Mary Ann anytime
■ 372-6131.
Female, nonsmoking roomate to share one
bedroom Apt Fal S Spring 86-87 Pool, AC,
DtHlw Cloea to campua. reasonable price
Lookng lor someone fun'
Cat Stao. 354-1623
NEED EXTRA CASH? I NEED A PLACE TO
LIVE THRU MrD MAY LEAVE MESSAGE FOR
JOHN
AT 352 7219
Non-Traditional looking tor same or grad lo
share smel 2 barm house lor now? tor summer"'
tor faff? Clean qulat, ejesJajasMj wing Please
nqurre 362-1542 Pit eat caff back If no
anawar.
Roommate needed ASAP lo share tratar.
$150 mo Noataaa Leave masaage at
3724813

FOR SALE
1982 Yamaha 650 Special $1300 Black.
chroma package, extra dean Cal 353-1026
before 5pm during the week,
anytime on the weekends
70 wpc Sanaul receiver, two 3-way 80 wpc
Seneu speakers Like new 1.684-0766
Automobea KRC-312 Casselts receiver with
auto-reverse tapedeck. reduced from $385 lo
$175. Caff 362-8388 anytime
For Sola, 10 apaed Schwlnn LeTour man'a
txke Exceeenl condition Best oiler. Caff Brian
a!352-07ig.
Kenmore relrigerslor 3.6 cu feat t year old
Muat sacrifice, only $100 00 372-5440. ask
torBS
Onkyo tuner. Scott ampsftor
Reasonable Offer
363-1682 after 2 00 pm

Two mast rerjrraiiasta needed. Mot
apartment Low rent.
Cal 372-3132

Stereo stand, twin mattress with box springs.
end more apt. furniture
Caff eveninga
362-1220

One or two women needed lo till apt. lorraumetar. S120-mo. Includet all but tlsctrlcrty
1544200.

7$' Suit*! 425 E
Large frame, luggage rack, son luggage New
dutch, gear indicator, good dree Always garaged, great shape $700 w Met otter 354-7000
eveninga

•••O.SXA.I

IT'S AN ANOMALY OF NATURE!!!
N.0JS.
t pja. wad. Main St.

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

PIKE BEER BLAST
To benefit rag Brothers of America
Saturday, Apr! 12, 3 00 pm-i 00 am
Pke Houee Comer 7th a High Streets
Gat your tickets NOW!

TONIGHT'
CHECK OUT BO'S NEWEST BAND
'HOUSE OF ABUSE''
Doors Open 9 or P.M
MAW STREET
3523703

urgent Femata studying In Spain seeks apt.
Fat Soring '86. Please wrlle Jackie Jackson
Ma!Jut; 36. 3A -Madrid 28009 -Spam In letter enclose phone no. S description of apt

HELP WANTED
HeyBANOOS
Spring Buffo H coming'
Sat Aprl5ti9p.m.-1 am

LOST: 24" gold chain and medium-sized gold
cross Lost In front of Rodgers Quad on
weekend of Feb. 7-9 Incredible sentimental
vahie! REWARO. Call 9624316

SPOTS
BO'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
WE DELIVER THE BEST
382-SPOT

PERSONALS

Sport Management and Recreation majors Interested in enroling for practrcums In University
Intramurala for Summer 1986 must apply by Friday. Apr! 4 to the IM Office. 108 Rec Canter

Monday, April 14
Ciairol Inc
Great American Insurance Co
US Arr Force
Venture Out Resorts
Tuesday April 15
Bryan Nursing Center
Newark City Schools
Prudent* Financial Services
Wednesday. April 1*
Cenlervaw City Schools
Clermont Co Board of Education
Thursday April 17
American Greetings Corporation
Beecham Products
Dial Corporation
Greentvas Forest Psrk Schools
Houston independent Schools
Worthmgton City Schools
Friday. April in
School Board ol Broward County
Board ol Educ of Frederick Co . MD
Patrick Henry Local Schools
Monday, April 21
RCA Corporation
Shaky City Schools
US Navy
Tuesday. April 22
Midland Public Schools
Northmor Local Schools
US Navy
Wedneeday. April 23
Central Cathoac High School
Cincinnati Pubfcc Schools
Clark County (NV| Schools
P'r/a Mul Inc
South-Western City Schools
Washington Court House Schools
West Carroelon City Schools
Thursday. April 24
Euclid City Schools
Mentor Pubic Schools
Ottawa Co -Port Canton Schools
West Clermont Local Schools
Friday, April 25
Reynolds & Reynotde
Monday, April 2(
Sheffield Sheffield Lake Schools
Wesnake City Schools
Tuesday, April M
Positive Education Program
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SREWARDJ
Cash Paid lor Used Records
CoSeclors wS pay cash for the losowing 45
RPM's $20 00 Paid for any solo record recordad by (Bobby Strath) $40 00 for Blues No
More" recorded by Eddie Saxon on Empress
Records $50 00 tor "Running Away from
Love" recorded by "The Fortunes
DRA
Records end hundreds ol other records wanted
lo buy by CoSectort Nationwide Monthly. Wa
prvrl record went lets tree Send us your record
wneted tat and price you wl pay up to. WS
pubash H free In our next issue Sample Copy
$1 00. US -12leeuee-$18 00 Canada-12
reaues - $20 00 Overs see - 12 Issues $2300
RECORD CASH CLASSIFIED
WANT LISTS
PO Box 561 Dept 10
MARIETTA, oh 46750
120Couna«ky6lrwlnjclorPoaitxx«Avalaba7
Private Coed Summer Camp In Pocono Mis .
Pa. Contacl Cayuge PO Box 234BG.
Kaneworth, N J. 07033
(201) 276-0106
Camp Courewtor-Program Spedeasl Poertlons
siralahla at summer camp for phyaicaly disabled youth and adults June 1 trhough August 15.
Phone 812-335-0227
CHILD CARE VrORK-Chad care provxlers being
sought by me Wood County Dept of Human
Servees Muat be at leas! 18 yrs old Cal
382 7566
CRUSESHrPS AIRLINES. HIRING'
Summer. Career
Ovarsaaa! Call lor
GuWe.Cessette. Newsservice 916-944 4444
aid

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 -$6B.230-yr
Now Hiring Cal 1 -805-887-8000 Ext R-9649
fOf OHHM '•OajMsB MI

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. apt. dose to campus. Available Summar onry $800 00 inc uW Cal after 6pm.
354-1079.
2 bedroom apartments on Scott Hamilton
Summer-Fat rentals Summer Rates!
362-5822
2 bedroom lumtohed spartments
649 Sixth SI $450-mo plus alec
352-9457 between 12 4pm
2 bedroom furnished spartments
Summer Leases Only

352-7454
3 bedroom rurrtehed House 836 3rd St
Avetabie May 6 lor Summer and Fal Natural
gee hset Can accomodete up lo 4 sludenls No
pels Cal 3524773 attar 5
4 bdrm. duplex for females only
summer and 1988-87 school year
Cal 354 2865
4 bedroom furnished houee Close to campua.
Average $425 month 354-127f>
eiranings
Adtocent campus. 1 bedroom apartment
$200 month plus utt t deposit Available May.
Years lease 352-7505 Ext. 280 H 5 p.m..
352-3408 eves
Thurstm Manor Apartments
Fuffy Carpeted. At Conditioned
Cable TV. Fumtahed Elflcktncy J
Laundry FecaWea Applications for
Summer and Fal at 451 Thurstin Ave
Acroaa from Oftenheuer Towere

362-5435

Carry Rantala
2 bdrm apt for 34 students
Apt lor 1 or 2 students
1 bdrm house. 12 mo lease starting In May
Phona 362-7366

Male studenl with car for general cleanup
6664627 after 8 p.rn.

CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Houses-Rooms
Summer Rentals-3 mo tosses
Phone 352-7366

Reeponobre. cksassnt senior or grad student
(Fimalsl lo live with crmtrul elan elderly
woman Fal S Wnler 1986-87 Room, part
board, smat eapand In exchange for minimal
duties Cat 352-7943 between 5-7 p.m.

CHEAP RENT-now leasing lor summer or fal
tomeesar. A house across the afreet from camput. Cal Tom at 352-6000

SEE NEW YORK! Energetic Mother'e Helper
wBh good aonea ol humor wanted for New York
Cffyaraa 19 veers- Must drive, non-smoker
Start In May June lor 1 year Opportunity to
travel wtth family Experience and relerencee
nacaaaary wmo Martha VaS. 11 Garden
Ridge. Chappaqua, NY 10614

Houses S Apia tor 86-87 school yaw
Smlth-Bogge Rentals Office 532 Manvte. rear
352-9457 between 12-4.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Ustguardt I pool managers
CMveewd area. (216I741-B461

Efficiency Now Renting lor Fal
1 or 2 temitter laaaa. fuffy lurrashed
al uBBSaa pax) including color TV
with cable $265 month Phona
364-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Highly resporxuble rowioual needed lor tve-m
chtdcare Many poaitiona aval, for summer or
YEAR LONG employmenl 'Salary, room S
board, travel expenaea S CTI NYC area. Cal
coeect lor Into: (203) 327-9033 or write Nenny
Cant, Inc. S3 Hotnaa Ave . fjartan, CT 06820
EMPLOYMENT ON KELLEYS
ISLAND
neHaurarrl Kitchen hea? and «e»tai lot
Cream -Giti Shop 'atralanl Managar Al poalBona require some experience
Housing
evaaabla Sand resume lo Cindy Tarry. 1600
Newman 10. Lakewcod OH 44107

Furrsahed apartment for Summer rental only.
$500 Cal 354-6388 between 8 and
11 pm.

Own room, 2 baths. 2 bedrooms $90 -mo tor
summer 353-0961 morranua
Party Room
CU 362-9378

SUMMER

Summer help M The Porthole on Keey'a bHand
Posrtlone cooks t aasraassi: send resume to
18771 Thorpe Rd . Chagrin Fats. OH 44022

SUMMER RENTALS
1 I 2 br turn apis on 3rd St FREE AIR CONDfTlONINQ. water sewer etc Reduced rates
VERY REASONABLE.
FALL-SPRING 86-87
2 br. units al 800 3rd St. « 824 6th St Owner
pave lor AC on 3rd St. and tor water sewer $
heal both locations Urnffed Openinge
Caff 352-6153 days, 3624988 evee
SUMMER--1 bedroom apartment close to campus 1-287-3341

SUMMER JOBS
Over 300 chidreni Camps In the Nortneeal
review your one appfcalton. Openinge lor man
and woman: urat heads, al equaBc areas at
sports, overnight camping computers, arts S
crafts music, dance, drama. & other openinge
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE Please tend
totter gMng background and experience or
SASE lb : AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION 43 Waal 23rd Meat, NY, NY 10010

Two bedroom furnahad apts. for Fal.
362-2663

•2 BEDROOMFURN 5 UNFURN •
•PfsVATE SLEEPING ROOMS'
Major unities I Cable TV Fum
One half Block Off C«nous

ova TOM
Wanted 4 5 ferrates Openinge ever! Earnings
$510 hr. » inaissttrj cat Pal. 362-0406
btwn 8am 1pm. evee 79pm

Mon.-Flt. 7 AM Noon 362-4873
Evening t wkend 362-1600
USttG S C U MODEL LEASE

